The Company
McAree Engineering is one of Irelands leading outsource sheet metal fabrication companies. We
have supplied bespoke products to customers in industries such as mining, agriculture, industrial
machinery, telecommunications, energy, household and construction industries for over 70 years.
In recent years, the company has seen significant expansion and investment in hi tech machinery
and facilities.
http://mcaree-eng.com/index.php

Graduate Engineer Role
We are seeking a graduate engineer to join our production team at the Ballinode site in
Co.Monaghan. The graduate engineer will carry out the “nesting development project” under the
mentorship of the Continuous Improvement Engineer. The project goals are to improve quality,
cutting times, programing time and material utilisation of laser cutting facilities with primary focus
on machine programing. They will also give daily engineering support to the production team. Upon
successful completion of the project, the role will extend to future projects relating to improving
processes within McAree Engineering.

The Applicant
Qualification
A level 8 degree in Engineering is essential (Electronic, Mechanical, Mechatronic, Manufacturing
or related) is essential graduating in 2016 or 2017 with a grade of 2.1 or higher.
Other Requirements
This person should have a high level of mechanical reasoning and spatial awareness. They will be
expected to use initiative and drive their project but also be comfortable working in cross-functional
teams. They should be willing to get involved in hands on work on the production floor. This person
should already have some technical ability in both a 2D and 3D CAD packages and a strong ability
in reading technical drawings. An ideal candidate would have some work experience in an
engineering role e.g. internship or summer work.
Beneficial
Hands on electrical or mechanical skills would also be a benefit. Programming skills in any of the
following would also be of benefit (CNC, SQL, VBA, C, Java)

Remuneration
Competitive salary.

Application
Applications by e-mail to HR@mcaree-eng.com . Please include a cover letter, CV and written
references.

